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Abstract-In this paper, we are mainly concerned with a cooperative system with a saturating 
interaction term for one species. Existence of coexistence states is investigated by global bifurcation 
theory, and exact results on regions in parameter space which have nontrivial nonnegative steady 
state solutions are given. The stability of coexistence states is also studied. @ 2002 Elsevicr Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the cooperative system with diffusion 
( CU ut-Au=u a-u+- > y+u ’ 
wt - au = u(b - w + du), in R x (O,cc), (1.1) 
ti(z, t) = 0, ?J(z, t) = 0, on 30 x (0, z-3), 
u(z, 0) = uo(z) 2 0, + 0, w(qO) = ?J&) > 0, $0, in S2, 
where s1 is a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary 80, A stands for the Lsplacian 
operator in RN, u and v represent the densities of two species, a and b are their growth rates 
which may be positive or negative, c and d are positive, and the system (1.1) is usually referred 
to as a cooperative system in this case. 
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Both species in this model are assumed to grow logistically in absence of the other, and the 
term one species consider here often known saturating interaction; the 
constant > 0 measures saturation level of species (see, example, [1,2] more dis- 
and biological Roughly this kind model describes the 
whenever the of this cooperative are large one of species displays 
saturation at first, the rate which the increases is some maximum 
no matter large the species might For some of species, (1.1) is 
realistic than where the interaction is simply to be to other 
one. 
we are concerned with solution 
sponding elliptic 
l), we consider corre- (1. 
-Au=u a-u+z ( Y+v > , in R, 
-Aw = w(b - 2, + du), in R, 
u=v=o, on xl. 
(1.2) 
For the usual cooperative system, the coexistence states have been studied in [3-51, and the two 
species coexist in the weak cooperative case cd < 1 if a > Xi, b > X1 or in the strong cooperative 
case cd > 1 if a < XI, b < X1. We refer to [5] for a nice characterization of existence regions for 
positive solutions in the case of weak cooperation. 
In this paper, our interest is to search for the coexistence state of (1.2), which refers to those 
steady state solutions of (1.1) having both components strictly positive in 0. Our approach relies 
on various a priori estimates of solutions of (1.2), and other important ingredients including 
global bifurcation theory, fixed point index, and linear stability. 
For the other studies of the cooperative model, the interested reader may be referred to [6-81. 
Now we give some notation. Let Co(G) be the usual Banach space of continuous functions on fi 
whose values on 8R are zero, and ]/ ]] d enotes the maximum norm. Ct(fi) = {U E Co(n):,(,) > 0 
for z E fi}, H = [Co+(s2)12, and X = [Ci(fi)]’ n H. Let Xi(q) be the principal eigenvalue of the 
following problem: 
-Au + q(z)u = Au, in R, u = 0, on 80, 
where q(z) is a smooth function from R to R. It is easy to see that Xl(q) is an increasing function 
of q. Let Xi(O) = Xi. The eigenfunction corresponding to Xi is denoted by $i. Now consider the 
nonlinear boundary value problem 
-Au + qu = au - u2, in 0, u = 0, on da. (1.3) 
It is well known from [9,10] that if a 5 Xl(q), u = 0 is the unique nonnegative solution of (1.3), 
whereas if a > Xl(q), (1.3) has a unique positive solution. If q E 0 and a > Xi, the unique positive 
solution is denoted by Oa, and the mapping: a + ea is strictly increasing and continuously 
differentiable in (Xi, +co). The corresponding initial boundary value problem is as follows: 
ut-Au=au-u2, in R x (0, +cc), 
U = 0, on 80 x (0, +co), (1.4) 
u(x,O) = uo(z) > 0, + 0, in 0. 
It follows from [9,10] that u = 0 is globally stable if a 5 X 1, whereas if a > Xi, the solution U(Z, t) 
of (1.4) approaches B, as t + co uniformly for IC E fi. 
It is quite standard to show that (1.1) has a unique local solution. Global existence may be 
proved by the comparison theorem as usual. Next, suppose that a + c 5 Xi. By the comparison 
theorem, we find 
0 I ,u(z, t) I V(z, t), for (z, t) E R x [0, fco), 
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where U(.z, t) satisfies the following problem: 
lit - AU = (CL + c)U - u2, in R x (O,+m), 
u = 0, on dR x (O,+CQ), 
U(z,O) = ,uo(s) 2 0, f 0, in R. 
Since limt,, U = 0 for USC < X1, we have lim+, u = 0. Thus, L,(uo,vo), the w-limit set of the 
mapping S(t) : (210~~0) + (u,v), lies in (0) X C,+, and the solution (u, 7~) of (1.1). corresponding 
to u0 = 0, u. 2 0, f 0, always satisfies u = 0 and 
vt -Au = bv -,u2, in R x (a,~), 
‘U = 0, on 80 x (0. c0), 
V(.z., 0) = V&(z) 2 0, $ 0, in R. 
Hence limt+oo u = 0 for b 5 X1 and lim tiix ?I = & for 6 > x1. For completeness, we state this 
preliminary result as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose (UO, ~0) E H. Then (1.1) has a unique pair of nonnegative sollltion (II. ,v) 
which exists for all t > 0. Moreover, if a + c 5 X1, tile solution (,t~,v) of (1.1) tends to (0.0) as 
t + +CQ for b 5 x1 , and to (0, 0,) as t + Sco for b > x1. 
REMARK 1. Even though (1.1) IS a cooperative system, as long as the response flmct,ion is con- 
trolled properly, the blow-up never occurs, which is somewhat different from the usual cooperative 
system. Furthermore, if a + c 5 X 1, it follows from Theorem 1 that t,here exist,s no coexist,encc 
state of (1.2). 
Throughout this paper, the global bifurcation follows the same definition as [II] in R x X. 
Now we are ready to present our main result. First, if a is a little larger, our next result shows 
that there exists coexistence state by increasing b suitably. More precisely, we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose X1 - c < a < X1. Then the global bifurcation C of positive solutions 
of (1.2) occurs at (/3,0,0,), which tends to 03 in R x X and corresponds to the coexistence state 
of (1.2): wllere ,0 E (Xl, fc0) is uniquely determined by (I = X1(-cB~/(y + 8,)). 
REMARK 2. From the proof of the above theorem in Section 2, it can be easily seen that 
limb+, u/b = 1 almost everywhere in Q for (b, u, ,u) t C. 
If a increases further, the coexistence state can occur even in the case of a little su~llrr 5. M’v 
give the result precisely. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a > X1. Then the global bifurcation C of positive solutions of (1.2) 
emanates from (b’, on, 0) and tends to 00 in R x X, which corresponds to the cocxistencr state 
of (1.2), where b’ = X1(-@,). 
REMARK 3. For simplicity, we have assumed that the rates at which both species 1,. and 11 diffuse 
equal one, and it is easy to check that Theorems l-3 hold with minor modification ~eu in the 
case of differeut diffusion const,ants. 
Next, we discuss the stabiiity of the coexistence state in Theorem 3 in the neighbourhootl of 
the bifurcation point (b’, 8,, 0). Let /L = s, x:(x1 - &!l) dz, where (We, ~1) is given in Section 3. 
If a > X1 and /L < 0, then we can conclude from Section 4 below that b(s) < 0’ for 0 < s << 1. 
where b(s) is given in Section 3. Denote b = inf{b : (I 1. u, U) E C}. Then we find b < h’. It, follows 
from Theorem 3 that the global bifurcation C tends to +co in R x X as b + +co. Thus we have 
shown that, in the case of 1-1 < 0, there exists a set T c [b, b’), T # (4 , such that (1.2) has at, least 
two coexistence states for b E ‘I”. Furthermore, we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose a > X1 and p < 0. Then the coexistence state in the neighbourhood of 
(b’,8,,0) in Theorem 3 is unstable, and {b : (b,u,u) E C} = [b,co). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose a > X1 and c 2 $1 + 2/d). Then /1 < 0. Hence, the conclusion of 
Theorem 4 holds. 
REMARK 4. For fixed y, if c is suitably large or c > y is suitably given but d is suitably large, 
then the condition of Proposition 1 can hold. 
However, if c is sufficiently small, we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that a > X1. If b < b’ and c is sufficiently small, then (e,, 0) is globally 
attracting for the problem (1.1). Hence, there is no coexistence state in this case; if b > b’ and c 
is sufficiently small, then there exists a unique coexistence state of (1.2), which is linearly stable 
and lies on the global bifurcation C. Moreover, {b : (b, u, v) E C} = (b’, +co). 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the proof of Theorem 2, the global 
bifurcation theory, and the fixed point index being used. In Section 3, the coexistence state is 
investigated in the case of a > X1. Finally, in Section 4, we give the stability analysis of the 
coexistence state obtained in Section 3. 
2. THE EXISTENCE OF COEXISTENCE STATE (I) 
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 2. For this purpose, it is necessary to obtain 
some a priori information about solutions of (1.2). First we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If (u,v) is a nontrivial nonnegative solution of (1.21, and u $ 0, then a + c > X1. 
PROOF. It follows from the maximum principle that u > 0 in 0. Multiplying the first equation 
of (1.2) by u, and integrating over 0, we find 
By virtue of the Poincare inequality, we have a + c > X1 
LEMMA 2. Suppose (u,v) is the nontrivial nonnegative solution of (1.2) such that u $ 0, v $ 0. 
IfAl-c<aIX1, thenO<u<e(,+,,<a+c;and u > ea whenever a > X1; furthermore, if 
b + d(a + c) > X1, we have 0 < v 5 O(b+d(a+c)), and v 2 6$, whenever b > X1. 
PROOF. By the maximum principle, we have u > 0 and u > 0 in R. It is easily seen that u is a 
subsolution of the following problem: 
-A@ = e(a + c - Q), in 0, f3 = 0, on dR, 
and there exists a sufficiently large constant supersolution for 8. By the uniqueness of ecn+,__, we 
have u I &+,) in R. The remaining part of the lemma can be shown similarly, and thus we 
omit it here. 
Let u = U, v = V + &,. It is easy to check that (U, V) satisfies 
-AU=aU+ 
-Av = bV - 2&V + d&U + f& U, V), 
where 
fl(X, u, V) = -u2 + 
.fz(x, U, V) = -V2 + dUV. 
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Let K be the inverse of -A with Dirichlet boundary condition. Then we find 
U = ah77 + ch’ 
(2.1) 
where F,(U, V) is defined by F,(U, V)(z) = fi(z, U, V). 
We define T by T(b, U, V) = (aKU + cK(&U/(y + Qb)) + ICF,(U. V), bI<V - ‘LK(H,,V) + 
dK(BbU) + KF2(U,V)). Let G = I - T. Then G(b>U.V) = 0 with U 2 0 and I/ > 0 if 
and only if (6, U, V + &) is a nonnegative solution of (1.2). 
Let L(b) = -A - b + 286. Then we have the following lemma. 
LER~MA 3. Suppose b > X1. Then all the eigemdues of L(b) are positive. 
By the definition of & and the monotonicity of the principal eigenvaluc, Lemma 3 cau br 
proved, and the proof is omitted here. 
It is easy to see that X1 (-c&,/(Y + Qb)) IS a d ecreasing function wit,h respect. to b which equals X1 
when 1) = X1 and tends to X1 - c as b + o. If X1 - c < c1 < X1, then thcrc is a unique va.111~ 
p > X1 such that a = X1(-cQp/(y + Q)). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose X1 - c < a < Xl. Tllen (4,O. Qfl) is a bifurcation point for (2.1) nntl thcrc 
exist positive solutions of (2.1) in tile neigJ&ourhood of (8, 0.0,). 
PROOF. It is easy to see that G is a C1 fun&ion. The Frechct derivative of G with rc:sp(xt to 
(U, V) at (/?, 0,O) is denoted by L1. Then 
L1 (w, x) = DG(IJ,v)(P, o,o) (71J, X) 
It follows that N(L1) = span{(wo,xo)}, w h ere 7~0 is a nonnegative principal eigenfunction cor- 
responding to the principal eigenvalue problem 
co0 -Au,-- 
Y + Qa 
20 = au, in R, ?C = 0, 011 XL, 
and ~0 = L-‘(,8)(&9owo). Thus, dim N(Ll) = 1. It is easy to check that N(L;) = span{ (Use, 0)). 
where the adjoint operator of L1 is denoted by L;. By the Fredholm akernativc, wc have 
codimR(L1) = 1. 
By differentiating L1 with respect to b. we have 
where L2 is the Frechet derivative of second order of G at (g. 0: 0) and Q;, is thP clcrivat,ive of 81, 
with respect to b. 
Suppose that La(wo, ~0) E R(L1). Tl ien there exists PU such that 
Thus, we have 
CO/3 -Aw=aw+-,w- 
cy~;jwo 
Y + Qs (7 + 49” 
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Multiplying by WO, integrating over R, and noting the definition of WO, we get 
0 = -cy J 
8;~; 
Q (7 + W2 
dx. 
Since Q& > 0, this is impossible, which leads to L~(wo, ~0) @ R(L1). Thus, Theorem 1.7 of [12] 
can be applied, and there exists a curve of nontrivial nonnegative solution of (2.1) bifurcating at 
(P,O, Qp), and (b(s), u(s), V(s))(ls/ < 6) is th e unique nontrivial solution branch in the neighbour- 
hood of (P,O,O), where U(s) = S(WO +4(s)), V(s) = S(XO + g(s)) and $(s),+(s) E C’(-6,+b), 
4(O) = (cl(O) = 0. By the definition of ~0, it follows from Lemma 3 and the generalized maximum 
principle that ~0 > 0. Thus, (u(s),w(s)) with 0 < s < 6 is the coexistence state of (1.2), where 
‘U(S) = U(s), w(s) = Qb + V(s). 
Let T : R x X -+ X be a compact continuously differentiable operator such that T(b, 0) = 0. 
Suppose we can write T as T(b, u) = K(b)u + R(b, ), u w h ere K(b) is a linear compact operator 
and the Frechet derivative R,(b, 0) = 0. We investigate the bifurcation solution for u = T(b, u) 
by treating b as a bifurcation parameter. If x0 is an isolated fixed point of T, we define the index 
of T at ~0 as i(T, x0) = deg(1 - T, B, x0), where B is a ball with centre at ~0 such that x0 is the 
only fixed point of T in B. If I - T’(xo) is invertible, then x0 is an isolated fixed point of T and 
i(T, x0) = deg(1- T, B, x0) = deg (I - T/(x0), k,O) 
If x0 = 0, then it is well known that the Leray-Schauder degree deg(1 - 
where G = sum of the algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalue of K which 
We state the result that we use next on the global bifurcation, which 
Crandall and Rabinowitz [ 111. 
K(b),&O) = (-l)“, 
is greater than one. 
is essentially due to 
LEMMA 5. Let bo be such that I -K(b) IS invertible if 0 < lb - 001 < E for some E > 0. Suppose 
i(T(b, .), 0) is constant on (bo -6, bo) and on (bo, bo + E) such that if bo -E < bl < bo < b2 < bo +E, 
theu i(T(bl, .), 0) # i(T(b2, .), 0). Then there exists a continuum C in the b-u plane of solutions 
of u = T(b, u) such that one of the following alternatives holds: 
(i) C joins (bo, 0) with (8, 0) where I - K(i) is not invertible and & # bo; 
(ii) C joins (bo,O) to 03 in R x 2. 
Now we are going to complete the proof of Theorem 2. We divide the proof into several steps. 
STEP 1. Let T’(b) be defined by 
T’(b) . (w, X) = DQ,v)(b> 0,O) (W x) 
= (oKw+cK(~) , bKz - 2K(&x) + dK(&w) 
> 
. 




-----w = aw, 
7 + ob 
in R, w = 0, on dR. 
Suppose b < ,0 and /I > 1 is an eigenvalue of T’(b). Th en a is an eigenvalue of (2.2). The 
ith eigenvalue of (2.2) is denoted by X%(/L, -c&,/(y + &)) (i = 1,2,. . .). It follows from the 
monotonicity of the principal eigenvalue that 
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So w z 0, which gives a contradiction. Thus, the multiplicity 0 of the eigenvalue of T’(b) which 
is greater than one is zero. Therefore, i(T’(b)) = 1. 
Suppose ,D < b < p + E such that X1(-c&/(y + Bb)) < a < X2(-c&/(7 + 0,)) and IL 2 1 
is an eigenvalue of T’(b). Then a must 
k(p> -cob/(7 + 0,)) 2 k(-ceb/(y + eb)) 
increasing with respect to p and equals 
+-co, then there exists a unique ~1 > 1 
corresponding principal eigenfunction 
be one of the eigenvalues of (2.2). Since for i 2 2: 
2 k?(-c&/(Y + eb)) > a, and xl(P!,, -C&/(y + &)) is 
x1(-C&/(y f eb)) when IL = 1 tends to m ilS 11, + 
Such that a = xl(/-L~: -d?b/(y + oh)). Let d’ be the 
C&w 
-plAw = aw -I- - 
‘Y+@b’ 
in R, 711 = 0, on 89 
It follows from Lemma 3 and ~1 > 1 that all the eigenvalues of the operator L(LL~, b) = -plA - 
b + 286 are positive. Thus, there exists a unique solution of the following problem, denoted by 
x0 = L-l(pl, b)(d#,w’): 
-plAx = bx - 2&,x + d&W’, in Q, x =O, on 30. 
Hence, we have N(plI - T’(b)) = spans{(w’, x0)} and dimN(jL11 - T’(b)) = 1. It remains to 
prove that R(plI - T’(b)) n N(plI - T’(b)) = 0. Suppose that the above assertion is false. Then 
we may assume that (w’, x0) E R(,u11 - T’(b)). H ence, there exists (w, x) E X such that 
&,w 
/LlAw+aw+------ = 
Y + eb 
&Jo, in 0, 711 = 0: on 80. 
Multiplying both sides of the equation by w ‘, integrating over f12, and using Green’s formula, we 
have 
J’ w”Awo dx = 1~1 Aw + aw + ~ 0 R 
zzz 1~1 Awe + aw* + ___ UJ = 0, 
which gives a contradiction to the definition of w”. Thus, the multiplicity of LL~ is one in this 
case, which gives i(T’(b)) = -1 for ,!? < b < fl+ E. 
According to Lemma 5, we obtain that t)here exists a continuum Co of solution of (U, V) = 
T(b, U, V), which either joins with (&,O, 0), where I - T’(b) is not invertible and b # ,3, or joins 
to cc in R x X. Close to the bifurcation point the continuum CO consists of the solution branch 
given by Lemma 4. Let Cl’ = CO - {(b(s),s(wo + ~(s)),s(xo + T/J(S)) : -6 < s < 0)). We can 
proceed as Rabinowitz [ll] to show that Cl either satisfies one of the same alt,ernatives as Co 
or contains a pair of points of the form (/J* U, V) and (b, -U, -V) where (U,V) # (0,O). Set, 
C = {(b, u, u) : u = U, u = V + @b and (b, U, V) E Cl}. Then (b,u,7!) is a solution of (1.2) 
whenever (b,u,v) E C. 
STEP 2. Let Pl = {U E C,$(!J?) : U(Z) > 0 for .7: E R, 2 < 0 on an} and 
P = {(b, u, v) : u, u E PI for .T E a} 
Clearly, C C P in the neighbourhood of the bifurcation point (/Y, 0, Q,). 
Next we claim that the following assertions hold. 
(Al) C - {(P, O,&)) c P. 
(-42) {b : (b, U, W) E C} = [B, t-co) for some 6 2 p - d(a + c). 
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REMARK 5. It is easy to see that Theorem 2 follows from assertion (AZ). 
PROOF OF (Ai). Suppose that C-{(p,O, 60)) is not contained in P. Then there exists (8, 6,6) E 
{C - (P,O,ep)} n 8P which is the limit of a sequence of points {(b,, u,,u~)} in C n P. As 
(6,8) E dP, either 6 E 8Pi or 6 E api. 
Suppose G E aP1. Then 6 > 0 for z E R and either 0 = 0 for some z E R or 2 = 0 for some 
ic E 80. Since ti satisfies 
-AC=6 a_~+CZ) ( 3 y+6 ’ in R, G = 0, on dR, 
it follows from the maximum principle that ?i = 0. Similar argument shows that if 6 E OPi, then 
fi = 0. Thus, G = 0 or 6 = 0. 
Suppose (6,G) = (0,O). The only nontrivial nonnegative solution branch bifurcating from 
{(b, 0,O) : b E R} is {(b, 0, Qb) : b > Xl}. S’ mce (b,, unr v,) E Cn P, which leads to a contradiction, 
thus either G or 8 is zero. 
Suppose 6 E 0 and 6 > 0. Then 6 satisfies 
-A&=G((a-0), inR, 0 = 0, on dR. 
Since a < Xi, we get G z 0, which gives a contradiction. 
Suppose 6 = 0 and 6 > 0. It is easy to see that (&,G,G) lies on {(b,O,Bb) : b > A,}, and from 
which bifurcates a nontrivial nonnegative solution. Let U, = u,/JIu,\~. Then G-L, satisfies 




in 0, u, = 0, on Xl. 
Y + % 
Since (Us, v,,) is bounded as displayed in Lemma 2, and the above equation can be also regarded 
as a fixed point of a compact operator, we can extract a convergent subsequence of (tin, vn), again 
labeled by n, such that h, + G, vn + Bi. Moreover, ii 2 0, f 0 because of liGl/ = 1, and satisfies 
-Ati=,(.,&), inR, 12 = 0, on I~R. 
It follows from the maximum principle that ti > 0. Thus a = X1(-cQ/(y + Q), which gives 
& = /j, a contradiction. In conclusion, Assertion (Ai) is proved. 
PROOF OF (AZ). It is easy to see by (Ai) that C joins {(fl,O,Qp)} to 03 in R x X. Suppose 
(b, u. v) E C - {(,!7,0,6~)}. Then (u, V) > (0,O) in 0. and satisfies 
> , in 0, 
-AIJ = v(b - v + du), in R, 
u=?J=o, on 80. 
It follows that b > X1(-&) and a > X1(-cv/(y+v)). By Lemma 2, we find b > XI(-~Q(,+,,). 
Hence, 1) > Xi - d(a + c). Therefore, 0 < w < O(b+ci(a+c))r which leads to 
Thus, b 1 p - d(a + c) because of a = x1(-cQn/(r + Q,)). 
If (b : (b,u, v) E C} is bounded in R, it follows from Lemma 2 and LP estimate that there 
exists a constant M such that /lull, 11~11 5 M. Hence, C cannot join the point {(/3,0,0p)} to cc 
in R x X, a contradiction. Since {b : (b, u, v) E C> is connected, so it must be [p, co) for some 
6 > p - d(u + c). Moreover, by combination of Lemma 2 and Proposition 6.5 (see [13]), we can 
find that linlh+cu v/b = 1 almost everywhere in 0. 
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3. THE EXISTENCE OF COEXISTENCE STATE (II) 
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 3. Given a > A1, we regard b as bifurcation 
parameter once again. System (1.2) has the trivial branch {(b,0,0) : b E R}, the semitrivial 
branch {(b,0,,0) : b E R}, and {(b, 0,0b) : b > A1}. 
Let u - ft + 0,,, v - ~. For the sake of simplicity, we still denote ~ and 5 by u and v. Then we 
have 
C 
-Au= (a -  20a)u + -Oav + f1(u,v), i n f l ,  
--AV = (b + dOa)v + f2(u, v), in ~, 
on Oft, u=V=0,  
where 
f l (u ,v )  = -u2+ C(U+Oa)V CO~,V ' 
y+v "~ 
f2(u, v) = -v2 + duv. 
As usual, we define T by T(b, u, v) = (aKu-2K(Oau)+(c/~7)K(Oav)+Kf l (u,  v) bKv+dK(O,v)+ 
Kf2(u,v) ) .  Let G = I - T. Then G(b,u,v) = 0 with u >_ 0 and v > 0 if and only if (b,u + 0, ,v)  
is the solution of (1.2). The Frechet derivative of G with respect o (u, v) at (b, 0, 0) is given by 
( -~K(O~X) ,x -b t (x -dK(O.X) ) .  G( .... )(b, 0 ,0 ) - (w ,x )  = w-aKw+2IC(O~w)-  c 
Let b / = A1 (-dOa) and X1 > 0 denote the corresponding principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction 
of the following problem, normalized X1 as f~ ~'~ dx = 1: 
-Ax=bx+dO,  x, i n f ,  X=0,  on Off. 
Denote wl = L -1 (a)((c/7)Oax1). It follows fi'om the generalized maximum principle that wl > 0. 
Next we can proceed as in Section 2 to obtain that (b I, 0~, 0) is a bifurcation point, and in the 
neighbourhood of (b', 0,, 0), (b(s), u(s), v(s)) with 0 < s << 1 is the only coexistence state of (1.2), 
where u(s) = O, + s(wl + (5(s)), v(s) = s()~l + ~(s))  and b(s), q~(s), tg(s) E C 1, b(O) = b', 
• (0) = tg(0) = 0. Furthermore, there exists a continuum C of (1.2) in R x X bifurcating fi'om 
(b ~, 0,, 0) and satisfying one of the following three alternatives: 
(i) C contains points of the form (b, 0~ + u, v) and (b, 0, - u, -v )  with u :/; 0, v ¢ 0; 
(ii) C joins with a bifurcation point of the form (b, 0,, 0), where/~ ¢ b'; 
(iii) C joins (b', 0., 0) to oo in R x X.  
We are in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 3, which is established by the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 6. C - {(b', Oa, 0)} joins {(b', 0,, 0)} to oc in P. 
PROOF. First we show that C - {(b', 0,, 0)} C P. 
If the assertion is false, then there exists (b, ~, 9) E [C - {(b', 0,, 0)}] C~ OP, which is the limit 
of a sequence {(b~,un, v,~)} fi C N P. Similar argument as in the proceeding section shows that 
~t = 0 or ~5 = 0. 
If (~t, ~3) = 0, a contradiction is given as before. 
If g = 0, ~3 > 0, we can proceed as the proof of (A1) in Section 2 to obtain that there exists 
> 0 in ~2 such that 
-A~=~2 a+ +~? , 
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Since ~ > 0, we get D > A1 and ~9 = 0~. It follows from the maximum principle that ~ > 0 in ft. 
By application of the Krein-Rutman theorem, we have a = A1 (-cOg/(7 + 0/,)), a contradiction to 
a>A1.  
If ~2 > 0 and ~5 = 0, since (bn, un, Vn) ~ (b, ~, 0) and satisfies 
Cy n ) 
-Aun  = un a - u,~ + inft ,  
"/-t- vn ' 
-Av~ = vn(bn - vn + dun), in ft, 
u n =v  n =0,  onD~ 
then V n = vn/llvnll satisfies 
-AV,~ = E~(bn - v,~ + du~). 
We can proceed as above to prove that Vn ~ v, where v _> 0, ~ 0, and (g, v) is the solution of 
the following problem: 
- z~ = ~ (a  - ~), 
-A~ =~(D+d~). 
Since a > A1 and /t > 0, we have ~ = Oa. It follows from the maximum principle that v > 0. 
Hence D = Al(-d0a) = b', a contradiction. 
In conclusion, the assertion given above is proved. Therefore, (i),(ii) are impossible, and the 
only remaining possibility is that C joins (b', 0a, 0) to OC in R x X. Thus, if (b, u, v) E C -  (b', 0~, 0), 
then (u, v) > (0, 0) and satisfies 
-Av=v(b-v+du) ,  inft,  v=0,  on0fL  
So b > At(-du) > Al(-O(a+¢)) > A1 -d (a  + c) and 0 < v < O(b+d(a+c)). Suppose that {b : 
(b,u,v) c C} is bounded in R. Since 0a < u < 0(a+~), from L p estimate and the Sobolev 
embedding theorem, it follows that Ilull < M, I[vll < M for some constant M > 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we obtain that C tends to oc in R x X only by increasing b unbounded. 
4. THE STABIL ITY  OF THE COEXISTENCE STATE (II) 
In this final section, we discuss the stability of the coexistence state in Theorem 3 in the 
neighbourhood of (b', 0~, 0). Let X1 = [C2(~)] 2 N X, Y1 = [C(~)] 2, i :  21 ---+ Zl be the inclusion 
mapping, and L(b',O,,O) be the linearized operator of (1.2) at (b',O~,O). Then the proof of 
Theorem 4 can be completed by the following Lemmas 7-11. 
LEMMA 7. 0 is an i-simple [12] eigenvalue of L(b', Oa, 0), and all tile other eigenvalues of L(b', 0~, O) 
lie in the rigt~t half complex plane. 
PROOF. It follows from Section 3 that 0 is the eigenvalue of L(b', Oa, 0), and N(L(b', O~L, 0)) = 
spans{ (wl, X1)}. 
Let L*(b',O,,O) be the adjoint operator of L(b',Oa, O). Then we have N(L*(b',O,,O)) = 
spans{(0, X1)}. Fredholm alternative gives R(L(b', 0,, 0)), the range of L(b', 0~, 0), as follows: 
R(L(b',Oa,O))= {(hl ,h2) c Yl : fnh2(x )x ldz=O } .  
tIence, codim R(L(b', Oa, 0) )  = 1 and i(wl, X1) ~ R(L(b', 0a, 0)). The proof of the remainder part 
is standard, and is omitted here. 
Let L(b(s), u(s), v(s)) and L(D, 0~, 0) be the linearized operators of (1.2) at (b(s), u(s), v(s)), 
(b, 0~, 0), respectively. It follows from Lemma 7, Corollary 1.13, and Theorem 1.16 [14] that the 
following Lemma 8 holds. 
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LEMMA 8. There exist CLfunct ions:  b ~ (u(b), M(b) )  and s ~ (~r(s), N(s ) ) ,  defined from the 
neighbourhood orb' and 0 into R x Xt ,  respectively; such that u(b') = 7r(O) = O, M(b')  = N(O) = 
(Wl, X1), and 
L(b, 0~, O)M(b) = ~,(b)M(b), 
L(b(s),  u(s),  v (s ) )N(s )  = 7r(s)N(s), 
for [b -  b'] << 1, 
~or Isl ~ 1. 
hloreover, i,(b') 7~ O, whence 7r(s) 74 O, 7r(s) and -sb(s)P(b ' )  have the same sign tbr Isl << 1, 
where i,(b') is the derivative of u(b) with respect to b at b = b', and b(s) is the deri~).tive orb(s) 
with respect to s. 
LEMMA 9. The derivative of  u(b) with respect to b at b' is negative. 
PROOF. By the Riesz-Schauder theory, the spectrum a(L(b, 0,, 0)) of L(b, 0,~, 0) consists of real 
eigenvalues and 
cr(L(b, Oa, 0)) = (r(C(a)) V cr( -A - b - dO,), 
where a(L) denotes the spectrum of the operator L. Since all the eigenvalues of L(a) are positive, 
and the least eigenvalue of the operator -A  - b - dO(~ is (b' - b), hence, for [b - b' I << 1, we have 
u(b) = b' - b, which leads to P(b') = -1 .  
LEMMA 10. The derivative orb(s) with respect to s at s = 0 satisfies 
b(O) ~-- ~ X2(~ 1 - dw,) d.T. 
PROOF. By substituting (b(s) ,u(s) ,  v(s)) into (1.2), differentiating with respect o s, and then 
setting s = 0, we find that 
-A  ~(O) ---- (~(0) (b¢ ~ - dOa) -~- ~1 (b(O) - ~1 ~- d?-gl ) , 
where ~(0) is the derivative of • with respect o s at s = 0. 
Taking the inner product with X1, using Green's formula, and noting the definition of Xl, we 
find 
b(O) fa  2 = X l (x t -dwl )dx .  
In conclusion, the first part of Theorem 4 is given by combination of Lemm~s 7 10. The second 
part of Theorem 4 is proved by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 11. {b: (b, u, v) E C} = [b, +oc), where _b e (/~1 (-dOa÷c), b'). 
PROOF. From the proof of Theorem 3, it is easy to see that b > )~l(-dOa+c). Next, it suffices 
to show that if b = _b, system (1.2) has a positive solution. By the definition of _b, there exists a 
sequence {(bi, ui, v~) E C : bi > _b, i = 1, 2 . . . .  } such that bi --+ b and (bi, u~, vi) satisfies 
CUi I -Au~ = ui a -  ui + , in fL  
~/+ vi 
-Av~ = vi(bi - vi + dui), in f~, 
Without loss of generality, we may assmne that b~ < b' for all i. Since b ~ > Al(-dOa+c) and 
O~ _< u~ < 0~+~, we obtain 
0 < v~ < O[b',a+c], in f~, 
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where O[b,a+c ] is the unique positive solution of the following problem: 
-Av -dOa+cV=V(b ' -v ) ,  i n f ' ,  v=0,  on0f l .  
By the L p estimate and the Sobolev embedding theorem, we can show that, subject to a subse- 
quence if necessary, (ui,v~) ~ (u_,v) in C 1 for some _u >_ Oa and v >_ 0. Suppose that E -~ 0. Set 
Vi = v~/[Iv~l[. Then (ui, Vi) satisfies 
cvi ) in ft, 
-Au i  = ui a - ui + 3' + vi ' 
-AV~ = ¼(bi - vi + dui), in Q, 
ui = E = 0, on 0t2. 
We can proceed as before to give a contradiction. Hence, we have shown that v > 0, ~i 0, and 
(~, v) satisfies the following equations weakly: 
( c: ) 
-Au=u a -u+ , in f t ,  
7 v 
-Av  = v (b - 2 + d_u), in D.. 
The elliptic regularity and maximum principle lead to v > 0. Hence, (_%~2) is the coexistence 
state of (1.2) for b = _b. Therefore, _b > Al(-dO~+¢). 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1. Let W = dwl - )1. Since b' = Al( -dO~) < A1 < a and wa, Xl 
satisfy 
C 
-Awl  = awl - 20 .w l  + -O~X1, in fl, 
(4.1) 
! 
-A? ( l  = b ~1 + dO~x" l, in El, 
then we find 
-AW = (adwl - b~x1) - 20~(dwl - x l )  + Oaxl ( c--d7 - 2 - d ) 
> aW - 2Oa W + O~xl ( c--d 7 2-d) .  
By the condition of Proposition 1, we have 
L(a)W =- -AW - (a - 20a)W > 0, in fk 
It follows from the generalized maximum principle that W > 0 in ft, which completes the proof 
of Proposit ion 1. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. The comparison theorem leads to u _< U, where U satisfies 
Ut = AU + U(a + c -  U), in f~ x (0, oo), 
U = 0, on Oft x (0, ec), 
U(x,O) = u0(z), in ft. 
Since a > A1, we have l imt~ U = Oa+c. Thus limsuPt~o~ u < Oa+c. 
Suppose that b < b' = Al( -dOa).  If c is sufficiently small, we have b < Xl(-d0a+~). Then we 
can choose e > 0 sufficiently small such that b + ~ < Al(-dO~+¢). 
For such e, there exists T~ > 0 such that 
u < O~+c + ~, for t >_ 2~. 
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By use of the comparison theorem, we get v _< V, where V satisfies 
Vt = AV + V(b - V + dOa+c + e), in f~ x (T~, +oo) ,  
V = 0, on Oft x (T~, +oc), 
v(z ,  T~) = v(x, T~), in ft. 
Hence, we find that l imt~ V = 0, which leads to limt-+oo v = 0. Similar to the proof of 
Theorem 1, we can obtain that limt~oc u = 0a. 
Suppose that  b > b'. It follows from (4.1) and the Hopf boundary lemma that aw, -bTn <0,~<0 
on Oft. Since VOl = (c / ' r )L - ' (a) (OaX,) ,  we have b(0) > 0 if c is sufficiently small, where [)(0) is 
defined in Lemma 10. By using Lemmas 7 10 once again, we find that rr(s) > 0 tbr 0 < s << 1 
in this case. Hence, there is a positive constant 5 << 1 such that the coexistence state, which lies 
on the branch {(b, u, v) ~ C : b' < b < b' + a}, is linearly stable. 
Next, suppose that b >_ b' + & We first show that ge > 0 small, and there exists c_.' > 0 such 
that if c < _c, then 
- 0 11 + - °f ,<ll < (4.2/  
where (0a, 0[b,,]) is the positive solution of the following equations: 
-Au  = u(a - U), ill f~, 
-Av  - duv = v(b - v), in f~. (4.3) 
If the above assertion is false, then there exists Co > 0, c, --+ 0 and positive solutions (u,,vi) 
of (1.2) with c = c,, such that 
o,,ll + 0c ,< II _> ~0. (4.4) 
We may assume that ci < 1 for all i. Since 0,~ <_ ui <_ Oa+<, it is easy to show that limi~o~ 'u~ = 0,, 
uniformly. By the monotone method and the uniqueness of 0[b,a+ll, we find that 0 < vi _< 0[~,.~,+11, 
where O[b,a+l ] is the unique positive solution of the following equation: 
-A t '  --  dOa+lV  = v(b -  v), in ft, v = O, on Of L 
We can proceed as before to show that, subject to a subsequence if necessary, (ui, t,i) -+ (9,, f:) 
in C I. Hence, we have g = Oa and *) >_ O. Suppose that £, =_ O. Set V~ = v.i/llvill. Then 
-AV i=~(b-v i+du~) ,  in f t ,  1/~=0, on Oft. 
We may assume that ~ --+ V in C 1, V > 0, and V ~ 0. Then V satisfies weakly 
-AV  = V(b+dO~),  in f , ,  V =O, on Oft. 
It follows from elliptic regularity and the maximum principle that V c C 2 and V > 0. Therefore, 
b = Al ( -dOo),  a contradiction. This implies that ~;' ~ 0. Similar to the process as above, we can 
show that ~? > 0 and ~? = O[b,a], which contradicts (4.4). This completes the proof of (4.2). 
It is easy to see that as c ~ 0, (1.2) is a perturbation of (4.3). Since (4.3) has a unique 
stable positive solution (0~, 0[b,~]) , it follows from the perturbation of linear operator [15] that 
the coexistence state of (1.2) is linearly stable for b > b ~ + 5 and c << 1. Furthermore, we can 
obtain that the coexistence state of (1.2) is unique for b > b' and c << 1, which lies on tile global 
bifilrcation C. In fact, if b ~ < b < b ~ + 5 and c << 1, then the uniqueness of coexistence state 
of (1.2) is given in Section 3; if b _> b ~ + 5 and c << 1, for technical reasons, it is easy to check 
that, with minor modification, equation (4.2) can be extended to c < 0 but Icl << 1. Therefore, 
for b _> b ~ + 5 and ]cl << 1, one easily sees by (1.2) and the implicit function theorem that there 
is a small neighbourhood of (0, 0~, 0[b,~]) in R x X1 such that the positive solution of (1.2) forms 
a continuous cm've, and can be parameterized by c, [c I << 1. Hence, if we take c > 0 and c << 1, 
then the uniqueness of coexistence state of (1.2) is given in this case. 
REMARK 6. Similar to the process as in the proof of Proposition 2, we can show that if d is 
sufficiently small, the coexistence state in the neighbourhood of (b ~, 0a, 0) is also linearly stable. 
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